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ABSTRACT
Human data labeling is an important and expensive task at the
heart of supervised learning systems. Hierarchies help humans
understand and organize concepts. We ask whether and how con-
cept hierarchies can inform the design of annotation interfaces
to improve labeling quality and efficiency. We study this question
through annotation of vaccine misinformation, where the labeling
task is difficult and highly subjective.We investigate 6 user interface
designs for crowdsourcing hierarchical labels by collecting over
18,000 individual annotations. Under a fixed budget, integrating hi-
erarchies into the design improves crowdsource workers’ F1 scores.
We attribute this to (1) Grouping similar concepts, improving F1
scores by +0.16 over random groupings, (2) Strong relative perfor-
mance on high-difficulty examples (relative F1 score difference of
+0.40), and (3) Filtering out obvious negatives, increasing precision
by +0.07. Ultimately, labeling schemes integrating the hierarchy
outperform those that do not — achieving mean F1 of 0.70.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→HCI design and evaluationmeth-
ods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To both build and evaluate machine learning systems, researchers
often rely on human-labeled datasets [13, 41, 54]. Gathering this
labeled data efficiently and at high quality is a well-studied problem
when labels are binary [25, 34, 55] or a flat list of choices [14, 33, 47],
but labels can often be grouped into other structures as well, such
as species in a taxonomy [50].
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Figure 1: Pass-logic options when annotating a single pas-
sage. Each orange box represents a single question asked to
workers (denoted A, B, ...) and “groups” refers to partition-
ing the labels into smaller sets of labels. Workers perform
best on mean F1 score when using hierarchical multi-pass
schemes.

Concept hierarchies (or taxonomies; ontologies) are used inmany
applications ([10, 17, 18]) to describe concepts at a flexible granular-
ity, and generally serve to help organize and structure both language
and thought around a topic. In certain situations, they may be-
come a target for data labeling itself, where multiple hierarchically-
structured class labels can be chosen for a given instance, a setting
known as hierarchical multi-label annotation [7, 56]. Given their
usefulness in organizing thought, one might expect that leverag-
ing the hierarchy during annotation may yield higher quality and
efficiency. However, there are many design choices to consider:
Does interface complexity increase cognitive load ([19, 40])? Will
false negatives in an upper level of the hierarchy end up amplifying
errors into annotations on a lower level [7]? Will presenting one
part of the hierarchy while hiding the rest create a lack of context
that leads to misinterpreted label definitions?

In this paper, we study how to incorporate the concept hierarchy
into labeling schemes for crowdsource data annotation platforms
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We focus on a difficult
annotation task, assigning vaccine concerns ([46]) to text passages
taken from anti-vaccination websites. The hierarchy of vaccine
concerns includes labels such as “Health risks” and “Issues with
research”. Small, purpose-built taxonomies are common in the
domain of misinformation research [1, 10, 24, 42]. In the setting of
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difficult annotation tasks, we show that labeling schemes incorpor-
ating hierarchies can help annotators perform better against ground-
truth labels.

We investigate two separate design choices when annotating
a single passage: (1) how to format the hierarchical labels when
shown on the interface, and (2) the pass-logic that decides how
to coordinate multiple workers towards labeling that passage. We
compare two formats for presenting the hierarchy to annotators
(see Figure 3):

• multi-label, which simply presents labels as a flat multiple
choice list of options

• hierarchical multi-label, which presents the entire hierarchy
directly to the worker who then marks all relevant labels

For pass-logic, we look at three options (see Figure 1):
• single-pass, where all labels are presented to a single worker,
who annotates the passage on their own

• multi-pass, which combines multiple workers’ annotations
for a single passage by partitioning the labels into groups
(each worker focuses on a small subset of labels at a time).

• hierarchical multi-pass, in which a preliminary stage of an-
notation determines if child-labels need to be annotated.

We compare all valid combinations of these formats and pass-logic
options under a fixed-budget setting, which provides practical in-
sights for research and engineering teams interested in data col-
lection of hierarchical multi-label tasks. For multi-pass logic, we
consider both randomly partitioning labels into smaller subsets or
utilizing the groupings given to us by the hierarchy. Our results
point to a few statistically significant factors:

(1) Grouping similar concepts together: When partitioning la-
bels using the hierarchy as opposed to a random partition,
we see significantly better performance for the groupings
informed by the hierarchy (F1 score of 0.50 grouped vs 0.34
random)

(2) Relative performance boost on difficult examples: Explicit
access to the hierarchy increases workers performance on
more difficult questions (as much as a +0.40 in F1 as com-
pared to multi-label).

(3) Boosting true positive frequencies: By filtering out irrelevant
passages from stage 2 annotation, more of the examples
shown to workers are therefore true positives, which we
show is associated with better precision without a detriment
to recall. The performance boost from this alone moves the
F1 score from 0.50 to 0.57.

Our results lead us to believe that difficult, high-subjectivity
labeling tasks warrant new recommendations separate from crowd-
source design guidelines in previous work ([7, 21]). We recommend
considering incorporating hierarchies into the labeling process,
and show a few options for how to do so. This is especially true
if optimizing for individual worker performance, while choice of
labeling scheme plays less of a role if using aggregation methods
across several copies of annotations.

2 RELATEDWORKS
The reliance of supervised ML algorithms on labeled data has led
to a great wealth of knowledge regarding efficient data labeling

at large scale. Huge datasets have been constructed requiring im-
mense human labeling time across many media. Among them are
image and video datasets generally containing thousands of classes
such as ImageNet (14M images) [13] and OpenImages (9M images)
[30], but even with fewer classes, such as CelebFaces labeling 40
facial attributes (200k images) [34]. Also audio datasets, typically
with hundreds of classes, for instance AudioSet (2M clips) [18],
Free Music Archive (100k clips) [12], and OpenMIC-2018 (20k clips)
[21] Lots of work is focused on allowing this scale of data collec-
tion while maintaining high quality [8, 14, 29, 51] or protecting
crowdsource workers [4, 23].

Often, this labeling is done on tasks with low ambiguity or subjec-
tivity, and minimal required training – which makes them suitable
for large scale collection. For example, in ImageNet [13], labels
are the names of well-known objects such as “ambulance”, “fold-
ing chair” or “snail.” Even in more difficult audio-annotation tasks
such as labeling noise categories in a busy city ([7]), the labels
(“jackhammer”, “car horn”) have strong, objective definitions.

Given the clarity on such label definitions, previous studies
on user interface design for crowdsource annotation have recom-
mended increasing annotation throughput, or the rate at which la-
bels are collected from the annotation platform [4, 16, 37]. Through-
put can be very quick for some tasks (minutes for hundreds to thou-
sands of annotations), while other tasks may be much slower. Prior
work found that single-pass methods have up to 9 times higher
throughput if annotations are required to be fully labeled (assigning
a value for every label) rather than sparse [7]. However, work in
psychology has long known that there is a tradeoff between speed
and accuracy for any information processing task a human per-
forms [53]. Other HCI work also studies this tradeoff [35, 57]. This
suggests optimizing for throughput could be harmful to annotation
quality, particularly if the task is difficult.

The cognitive load theory [48] suggests that tasks with high
cognitive load (the amount of mental effort) can induce errors and
mistakes at higher frequency than tasks with lower cognitive load.
Work on user interfaces which require some level of accuracy often
tries to minimize unnecessary cognitive load [19, 40, 51]. Similarly,
work in crowdsourcing recommends to chunk difficult tasks into
smaller units of work [28]. Some work has shown that crowdsource
platforms have great potential for rapidly collecting measurements
in user studies [27]. Other work examines how long annotators
remain on tasks, and characterizes differences between those that
annotate few examples versus those that annotate many [15].

Recent efforts have also moved towards datasets for high-impact
social issues such as: misinformation [10, 46], which attempts to
classify common concerns regarding issues such as climate change
or vaccines; fact-checking [49], which labels whether claims are
verified by trusted sources; and claim review [2, 3], which deter-
mines if claims are worth fact-checking. Such labels inherently lend
themselves to be a more difficult annotation task, given the sub-
jective label definitions and necessary processing to parse written
rationales or arguments in text.

In data labeling, it is common to collect multiple copies of an-
notations and aggregate them using a majority vote [5, 54]. Some
work studies how to perform aggregation more effectively [52].
This is said to reduce the impact of low-quality annotations during
collection. Some old work in aggregation methods such as EM uses
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weightings from estimates of worker skill [11], while other work
incorporates question difficulty through parametric approaches
[26] or non-parametric approaches [44].

However, recent trends in NLP have began questioning aggre-
gation, arguing that subjective labels should not be aggregated if
multiple opinions are valid. Rather, this line of work ([38, 58]) sug-
gests predicting the distribution of human opinions, rather than
the majority vote. One implication that follows is that individual
annotator performance becomes more important, since one cannot
aggregate away labeling error using a simple majority vote.

Labels are not always in the form of lists. There has been a large
amount of work on labeling hierarchical multi-label annotations [7,
21, 45, 56], where the task is to select any relevant option from labels
in a hierarchical structure. While most work employs a small group
of experts to build the concept hierarchies before it gets labeled by
workers, some research attempts to build these hierarchies through
crowdsourcing methods [6, 9].

In considering the performance of crowdsource workers, a lot
of effort has been spent to introduce gamification of the labeling
task [22, 31, 36, 39, 43], but we note that this requires significant
overhead efforts to build the games, which may not be feasible
when data collection is time-sensitive.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Data collection
We study interface designs when labeling against a taxonomy of
vaccine concerns developed to promote high agreement among
crowdsource workers [46]. The taxonomy is a hierarchy of labels
with 5 top-level concerns such as Untrustworthy actors and Health
risks, and 19 child labels such as Untrustworthy actors → Profit
motives. See Appendix A for the full version of the taxonomy. The
annotation task consists of annotating passages from known anti-
vaccination blogs and websites, pre-filtered to ensure the articles
are on the topic of vaccination, against multiple labels from both
levels in the taxonomy. Articles are converted into paragraphs
using existing markers in the HTML code to closely resemble the
paragraphs rendered to readers. An example is shown in Figure 2.

The Minister of Fear (the CDC) was working overtime 
peddling doom and gloom, knowing that frightened 
people do not make rational decisions — nothing sells 
vaccines like panic.

Figure 2: Example passage from an anti-vaccination blog.
Here, the correct labels from the taxonomy includeUntrust-
worthy actors→ Profitmotives since themention of “selling”
implies money is a corruptingmotive, as well as Lack of ben-
efits→ Insufficient risk since “peddling doom” implies that
the dangers of the disease are being exaggerated.

These blog articles are often written with vague mentions of
these recurring themes of concerns, and paragraphs are given to
annotators without context regarding who wrote it or what para-
graph came before. There is therefore lots of ambiguity in the input
text which must be dealt with by annotators. The authors had some
disagreement initially in 45% of passages, an indication of the level

of subjectivity existing in the task. This is not surprising, given the
labeling task primarily revolves around a concept ripe with sub-
jectivity: concerns. Passages may simply raise different concerns
for different readers. Unlike the annotation of object in images, for
example, there are very few passages where the correct labels are
immediately obvious. That being said, such passages do occur—
particularly when there is high overlap between the vocabulary
used to define labels and the vocabulary in the passage.

3.2 Annotator training
To maximize the chance of high-quality annotations, we look into a
few methods to train annotators and ensure quality. These methods
are implemented through the exact same process for all labeling
schemes to ensure fairness. We collect all our annotations on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT).

3.2.1 Definitions. We provide written definitions for all labels and
set up a micro-task as the very first step to have workers interact
with the definitions directly. The very first screen the annotators
will see is a list of all the labels they are expected to select from.
Under each label is a written definition. The task we ask workers to
complete is to mark any definition which they feel is unclear. This
hopes to prompt fully reading and internalizing the definitions, as
well as collects data for further improving the training process.1
(See Appendix E for a screenshot of this step)

3.2.2 Tutorial. Next, workers walk through 10 examples, where
they annotate passages just like they would in real annotation. How-
ever, for these 10 examples, they are given corrections after each
submission. The corrections show which labels they got wrong and
which they got correct. For incorrectly marked labels, there is a
written explanation for why the label should have been applied (or
not). Tutorial explanations are written ahead of time, and appro-
priate tutorial examples are given according to which labels are
presented to the worker. We ensure that there is always a consistent
ratio of different types of examples in each tutorial. For example,
there are always two examples where none of the labels should be
selected, one where the passage is clearly anti-vaccination but no
specific argument is made (e.g., “vaccines are bad”) and one where
the passage is off-topic.

3.2.3 Entrance exam. After finishing the tutorial but before be-
ing allowed to annotate real data, we have workers complete a
three-question entrance exam. To workers, this looks like regu-
lar annotation. Two of these passages are clearly off-topic, and a
third passage clearly mentions one of the concerns being labeled. If
workers fail any one of these three questions they are banned from
labeling.

3.2.4 Quality checks. While the annotations are being collected,
we randomly include attention checks (with 5% probability) such
as “Help us catch cheaters. Choose the first option and hit submit
to show you are paying attention.” If workers fail such attention
checks, we throw out all the annotations they gave us since the last
passed attention check, and ban them from further annotations.

1For this paper we do not alter the training process in order to control for this step
across all labeling schemes
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3.3 Ground-truth labels
To evaluate the different labeling schemes, we collect “expert” an-
notations from three authors of the paper. The sample size for
evaluation spans 4,800 passage-label pairs (200 passages taken from
200 articles). First, the three authors annotate the passages sepa-
rately, followed by a discussion phase in which they try to come
to an agreement about diverging labels. We refer to these labels
as the ground truth, and separate them into four categories: (1)
labels which were agreed on immediately during individual, non-
communicative annotation; (2) labels which were agreed on after
re-annotating them individually without communicating, but ask-
ing for a written rationale for the given label; (3) labels which
were agreed on after collaborative discussion; and (4) labels which
never reached unanimous agreement, but rather a majority vote
was taken. These categories can be seen as a proxy for difficulty,
requiring increasing amounts of nuanced examination of the target
passage. Further details on the construction of these sets can be
found in Appendix M, and an analysis of the effect of difficulty in
§4.3.2.

3.4 Labeling schemes
In this section, we discuss the definitions of each interface design
through the two formats we consider (multi-label and hierarchical
multi-label) but also a third option which we do not include in
experiments due to prohibitive costs (binary-label). We then explore
the three pass-logic options (single-pass,multi-pass, and hierarchical
multi-pass) and show our design approach for combining these
options.

3.4.1 Formats. Labels can be presented on an interface in many
different formats (see Figure 3). Here, formats refers to how to
organize the set of labels in the user interface.

• Binary-label format shows the label to annotators using a
single yes/no question. A worker will focus on a single label
across their time annotating, minimizing cognitive load. 2

• Multi-label, which simply presents labels as a flat multiple
choice list of options. The workers can select any/all/none
of the labels. Depending on the pass-logic used, this list may
be longer or shorter, but will generally only contain labels
from the same level of the hierarchy.

• Hierarchical multi-label, which presents a hierarchy directly
such that choices in the top-level of the hierarchy prompt
further choices in the next level. This option can be accom-
plished in two ways. In one version (v1), the hierarchy is
given as checkboxes with child-level checkboxes that be-
come enabled only if the parent category is selected. In the
other (v2), the hierarchy is asked in a two-stage question.
First there is a binary choice regarding the parent category.
If the answer is yes, then a flat list of checkboxes for the
child labels is presented to the worker.

2This approach has shown useful for high-quality data annotation for images [32], but
has been less successful in video and audio [7, 51] due to its high cost when there is a
temporal element in the annotation.
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Figure 3: User interface designs for presenting labels to the
user. In single-pass schemes, using majority vote and the hi-
erarchical multi-label v1 performs the best with a mean F1
score of 0.70.

3.4.2 Pass logic. Pass logic determines how many workers are
brought together to work on the annotation of a single passage, and
how to coordinate their efforts. Some decisions regarding pass logic
will inform the look of the interface shown to users, while others
will only affect which passages are shown to any given worker. We
examine three options for pass logic (see Figure 1):

• Single-pass, where one worker is asked to annotate the pas-
sage entirely on their own, and therefore must be presented
all the labels at once. This option can be combined with both
the multi-label and hierarchical multi-label formatting op-
tions. However, it is incompatible with binary-label since
you cannot present multiple binary questions at once (that
would be multi-label).

• Multi-pass, which combines the annotations ofmultiplework-
ers for a single passage by partitioning the labels into groups
(letting each worker focus on a small subset of labels at a
time). This option is compatible with all format versions.
To accomplish this with the hierarchical multi-label format,
we simply partition the hierarchy into sub-trees using the
top-level labels.

• Hierarchical multi-pass, in which there are different stages
of annotation which determine whether child labels in the
hierarchy need to be annotated. First, some worker is asked
to annotate the passage with level-1 annotations. Based on
their annotations, we create new tasks for any label the
worker marked as positive. These new tasks are released in
a second stage to annotate the child labels in level 2, and
need not be labeled by the same worker as the level-1 labels.
This option can be employed both in a binary-label setup, as
well as in multi-label, but is incompatible with hierarchical
multi-label formatting since it forces annotation to occur on
distinct levels at a time.

3.4.3 Combinations. When combining the format options with
pass-logic options, we get the following possible labeling schemes:

• Single-passmulti-label (single-passmulti) —A singleworker
annotates all level-2 labels at the same time, given in a flat
list.

• Single-pass hierarchical multi-label (single-pass hrchl)
— A single worker annotates all labels (level-1 and level-2) at
the same time. They are shown the hierarchy in its entirety
using hierarchical multi-label v1 formatting (see Figure 3).
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• Multi-pass binary-label (multi-pass binary)3 — The labels
are given one by one to multiple workers, who annotate the
passage in parallel for that single label. Annotations from all
workers are then combined.

• Multi-pass multi-label (multi-pass multi) — Level-2 labels
are partitioned into smaller groups, and these label-groups
are then given to multiple workers who annotate the passage
in parallel. Annotations from all workers are then combined.

• Multi-pass hierarchical multi-label (multi-pass hrchl) —
The labels are partitioned according to level-1 labels. One
worker will be given label 1 and its children 1.1, 1.2, ..., while
another worker will be given label 2 and its children 2.1,
2.2, ... This pattern continues for all level-1 labels in the
hierarchy. They are shown their section of the hierarchy
using hierarchical multi-label v2 formatting (see Figure 3).

• Hierarchical multi-pass binary-label (hrchl-pass binary)
— Level-1 labels are first given one by one tomultipleworkers,
who annotate the passage in parallel for their single label. A
second stage then looks at these annotations and determines
which child labels need to be labeled (if a worker indicates
a positive label for label 2, then we must annotate 2.1, 2.2,
..., else we can skip them). The second stage then gives the
child-labels one by one to multiple workers in parallel, just
like the first stage.

• Hierarchical multi-pass multi-label (hrchl-pass multi) —
Level-1 labels are first given as a single group to one worker.
A second stage then looks at this worker’s annotations and
determines which child labels need to be labeled (according
to the same logic as in the binary case). The second stage
then gives the child-labels in groupings according to their
parent category (so a single worker will be given 2.1, 2.2, ...
at once), just like in the first stage.

When partitioning the level-2 labels for multi-pass multi, we ex-
amine two possible choices: partitioning them using the groupings
that already exist in the hierarchy, or partitioning them randomly
into 5 groups (such that the number of groups is consistent with
the other choice). We refer to these as multi-pass grouped multi
and multi-pass random multi, respectively.

3.5 Controls
Beyond forcing an annotator training, we explore several additional
controls. This section outlines the controls we took, and which
factors we look at through post-hoc analysis. §3.5.1 looks at how
we control cost, which is key to our experimental design.

Given the task difficulty, we limit access to the task to workers
who (1) reside in the United States, (2) have completed at least 2,000
HITs, and (3) have a HIT approval percentage of above 99%, and
(4) have a “Masters” qualification indicating they are workers that
produce high quality annotations. These controls are facilitated
by standard AMT tools, while most of the rest of the controls are
implemented through our custom annotation platform.

We use a between-subjects design, meaning that we do not al-
low any worker to submit annotations for more than one labeling
scheme. This avoids producing workers which are trained twice on
the task. Further, the workers are not aware that there are multiple
3Binary label schemes are not included in experiments due to their high cost.

conditions. When publishing jobs on AMT we start with HITs that
will send the workers to the first labeling scheme. Once we have
collected enough annotations for this scheme, the current work-
ers get blocked from beginning any new hits. The next labeling
scheme then gets linked from the posted HITs, and new workers
(which did not interact at all with the first labeling scheme) may
begin annotation. This ensures workers are not aware of multiple
schemes, even if they have seen the HIT advertised in their list of
tasks previously. The description of the task is the same, except
for the reward which fluctuates slightly to maintain a consistent
budget (more details in §3.5.1), and we never inform the workers
that there are multiple schemes. Workers are at most allowed to
submit annotations for 200 unique passages.

We do not control exactly when these HITs are submitted to
the AMT marketplace. Simply, we launch the next HITs shortly
(1-2 hours) after gathering enough annotations for the last labeling
scheme. When the last labeling scheme finishes collection during
the night or late in the evening, we wait until the morning to
launch the next scheme. One could argue that the populations of
workers that click on tasks might vary meaningfully across the day.
However, most annotations were collected during day-time in the
United States, and we only allow workers from the United States.
We also include this factor in our multiple regression analysis in
§4.2, showing it does not significantly contribute to mean F1 score.
Since we allow workers to complete any number of annotations
they want (up to 200 unique passages), we cannot control how
many workers are assigned to each condition. Instead, we allow
annotation by new workers up until we have 3 copies of each of
the 4,800 passage-label pairs. See Table 1 for more details.

interface design ≥ 1 tutorial Q ≥ full tutorial ≥ took exam ≥ 1 datapoint

hrchl multi-pass multi-label 87 76 54 33
multi-pass hrchl-label 57 37 35 29
multi-pass grouped multi-label 71 65 65 41
mutli-pass random multi-label 46 39 39 37
single-pass hrchl-label 27 8 8 7
single-pass multi-label 27 12 12 10

Table 1: Number of workers which began each stage of the
data collection pipeline, broken down by labeling scheme.
Since multi-pass schemes required more annotations, work-
ers had more time to reserve HITs and submit annotations
before it had been completed. This has some affect on our
confidence intervals for single-pass schemes.

3.5.1 Cost. To control for cost, we approach the task from the
perspective of a research team that wants to collect data to train an
ML model.

Note that annotating text passages is very different from images.
Whereas images can be cognitively processed near-instantaneously
by a crowdsource worker, reading passages of text is more similar
to the annotation of video or audio-clips. Performing a full read-
through of the passage takes time, forcing a delay before selecting
labels and thereby adding a significant temporal dimension to the
annotation task. Therefore, we cannot compare the annotation of
10 passages with a single binary label to the annotation of 1 passage
with 10 labels. In one case, the annotator has to spend 10 times
more time reading than the other. This influences how to fairly
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pay workers. Instead, we must set a minimum reward threshold
per passage read-through for workers, and consider the cost of data
collection as variable. For a toy example of why cost would vary
across labeling schemes, see Appendix L.

However, comparing labeling schemes without holding the total
budget constant will not provide much value for ML researchers
deciding which scheme to use. Research teams are heavily mo-
tivated by budgets, so how do they get the highest quality anno-
tation for their money?4 Answering this question is the focus of
our experiments (§4). In particular, we set the reward per passage
read-through for each labeling scheme to fully utilize the budget
(ensuring that it was above a minimum of $0.10, which ensures
that we are paying workers more than the United States minimum
wage). This means in some labeling schemes the workers will get
more rewards per passage than others, although these workers also
have to consider more labels at the same time.

On AMT, workers are paid per HIT (one “unit” of work assigned
to a worker) they complete. For each HIT, workers in our exper-
iment will complete a small batch of passages (10-24 passages).
Batching passages like this ensures the reward per HIT is not too
small to attract workers. This also allows us to change the ratio of
reward-to-number-of-passages, thereby controlling for the listed
reward payment per HIT that workers see on the platform. We ob-
serve that changing this ratio (without changing the actual payment
per work completed) causes noticeable differences in annotation
throughput. This indicates a potentially large inefficiency in the
AMT marketplace. For all labeling schemes, we launch the tasks
with a ratio of reward-to-number-of-passages such that the reward
is just above a dollar (as close to $1.01 as we can get while keeping
the budget fixed). For all schemes we still keep the total budget
spent constant for collecting the 14,400 labels needed (3 copies of
4,800 passage-label pairs).

3.5.2 Payment broken down by each labeling scheme. From the
process described in 3.5.1, we then end up with the following rates
of pay for each condition: The listed reward for hrchl-pass multi
was $1.01 for 10 passages, all multi-pass options were $1.03 for 24
passages, and single-pass options were $2.16 for 10 passages (after
first having tried $1.08 for 5 passages and finding throughput was
too slow). The reward we give workers amounts to approximately
$7-10 per hour (USD) as self-reported through TurkOpticon5[23].
We do not have access to more granular hourly-rate estimates due
to limitations with monitoring when workers are inactive (taking a
break) versus when they are taking longer than usual time to read
a question. However, we include analysis regarding distributions
of time spent labeling each passage across the various schemes in
Appendix D.

4 ANALYSIS
We collected three copies of annotations for each passage, for each
of the 6 labeling schemes (§3.4.3) through AMT. In this section

4We should note that one possibility is to spend the same amount of money but vary
the amount of data collected. This adds complexity to this question beyond the scope
of this paper, since it would be necessary to build and evaluate ML model performances
in order to measure the tradeoff of data quantity.
5The TurkOpticon page for our requester account shows 5/5 rating in Fairness and 5/5
rating Fast payments. This requester account was created solely for these experiments.

we compare the labeling schemes against each other on perfor-
mance and examine the reasons for why performance varied across
labeling schemes.

4.1 Performance Comparison
We evaluate the performance of workers against the ground-truth
labels (§3.3). Majority labels are often computed to mitigate labeling
error [52], but recent work has also shown the utility of high-quality
individual annotations in order to estimate the distributions of
human opinion [58]. The latter is particularly relevant in our setting
where workers are labeling often subjective concerns: being able
to measure the degrees of concern across individuals is relevant
towards reducing vaccine hesitancy. We compute the precision,
recall and F1 score for each label of the vaccine concerns taxonomy,
and report an unweighted mean across the labels.

We employ a macro-level average of F1, which is computed
by first finding the F1 score on every taxonomy label, and then
averaging across all these labels. Note that in any analysis where
we give an individual F1 score for each worker, the macro-averaging
process happens in parallel for each worker. That is, the worker
would be evaluated separately for each taxonomy label, and then
an average performance is computed for that worker. However,
for most of our analyses, we look at a single F1 score across all
workers. In this case, we first pool all the annotations and treat
them as if a single worker had submitted them. We then follow the
macro-averaging process across the taxonomy labels. For further
details on the metrics we use, see Appendix G.

We generate a choice/random baseline. For each passage, we
draw 3 samples for each label from the binomial distribution with
the probability p being determined by the gold-labeled data. We
employ the same scheme to ensure consistency as described in
Appendix F. Note that since F1 is computed using a macro average,
and since there are “nans” in the data when positive labels are not
generated, the mean F1 will not necessarily lie between the mean
precision and mean recall.

interface design prec recall F1
hrchl-pass multi 0.49 0.66 0.56
multi-pass hrchl 0.37 0.68 0.47

multi-pass grouped multi 0.41 0.71 0.50
multi-pass random multi 0.23 0.61 0.34

single-pass hrchl 0.51 0.56 0.52
single-pass multi 0.44 0.54 0.46
random baseline 0.06 0.06 0.13

Table 2: Mean performance of crowdsource workers against
ground truth labels. Hrchl-pass multi-label performs best
on mean F1. We include full breakdowns of these F1 scores
(and other performance metrics) by label in Appendix N, as
well as confidence intervals for all metrics in Appendix K

.

Workers annotating with single-pass hrchl had the highest preci-
sion of 0.51, while multi-pass grouped multi had the highest recall
at 0.71. Hrchl-pass multi balanced these the best, with an F1 score
of 0.56. Generally, the data indicates that single-pass options lead
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to higher precision, while multi-pass and hierarchical multi-pass
options perform better on recall.

One possible explanation could be that when workers focus on
a smaller set of labels, they have a lower chance of forgetting about
them while reading the passage. The tradeoff would be that as
workers see a longer list of labels, they have to be more certain
the passage is speaking about a label to think of it and select it. It
could also be possible that workers “want” to select something on
each passage. When the options are few they tend to over-annotate,
and when the options are many they find the obvious ones more
easily, producing fewer false positives. There is some evidence
for this explanation. The mean number of selections per passage
in the single-pass schemes was 0.9, while the mean number of
selections inmulti-pass options was 1.5, indicating that partitioning
the labels into smaller categories may cause workers to annotate
more positives than if they are given all together.

4.2 Multiple Regression Analysis
We investigate the effects of various factors on worker F1 scores.
In this section, we fit a multiple regression model to the F1 scores
of each worker. See Table 1 for how many workers completed
annotations in each labeling scheme. We consider several factors
beyond the labeling scheme, including ones that were not controlled
for in our experimental design (such as the time each labeling
scheme was distributed on AMT) as well as factors which arise
due to each worker’s “luck”: the percentage of passages they were
given which were relatively easy, and how often they were shown
a passage which should be labeled with some positive label.

The labeling scheme factor is a categorical variable encoding
the 6 labeling schemes considered in this paper. Multi-pass ran-
dom multi is set as the baseline for this analysis. time started is a
variable encoding when during the day a given worker began an-
notating passages. It is given in seconds past midnight. percentage
easy/medium/hard/no agreement factors encode the percentage of
easy / medium / hard / or no agreement (referring to the 4 proxy
levels for difficulty) labels which the given worker was presented
with. Some workers, by luck, get easier or harder passage-label
pairs shown to them, and here we hope to see what the effect of
this is. Details on how we choose these 4 difficulty levels are given
in §4.3.2 and Appendix M. true pos freq is a variable encoding what
percentage of labels shown to a given worker should be labeled
positively.

F1 scores were significantly improved by three labeling schemes
above the baseline: multi-pass grouped multi-label (estimate = 0.13,
p-value < 0.001), single-pass hrchl-label (estimate = 0.08, p-value <
0.05), and single-pass multi-label (estimate = 0.07, p-value < 0.1).

For factors beyond the labeling scheme, we see that the time of
day each worker began the task did not have a statistically signif-
icant effect on the data (p-value = 0.66), whereas both the rate of
true positives that workers encounter during annotation (estimate
= 0.54, p-value < 0.001) and the percentage of easy passages they
encounter (estimate = 0.39, p-value < 0.05) do have a statistical
significance. This is especially of interest to us since these factors
can be indirectly manipulated through the labeling scheme. We
analyse these factors in further detail in §4.3.2 and §4.3.3.

Model factor Estimate 95% CI    SE    p -value    

hrchl-pass multi-label 0.0078 [-0.067, 0.083] 0.038 0.838
multi-pass grouped multi-label 0.1334 [0.057, 0.209] 0.039 0.001
multi-pass hrchl-label -0.0257 [-0.096, 0.044] 0.036 0.471
single-pass hrchl-label 0.0821 [0.005, 0.160] 0.039 0.038
single-pass multi-label 0.0739 [-0.005, 0.153] 0.040 0.066

time started -3e-7 [-2e-6, 1e-6] 7e-7 0.659
percentage easy 0.3929 [0.053, 0.733] 0.173 0.024
percentage medium 0.3518 [-0.079, 0.782] 0.219 0.109
percentage hard -0.089 [-1.405, 1.227] 0.670 0.894
percentage no agreement -0.505 [-1.411, 0.402] 0.461 0.274
true positive freq 0.5388 [0.321, 0.757] 0.111 0.000

labeling scheme (baseline = multi-pass random multi-label)

Additional numerical factors

Table 3: Multiple regression analysis for factors influencing
worker F1 score on a per-label basis. easy / medium / hard /
no agreement refer to the 4 categories described in §3.3. Note
that a coefficient of 0.07 can indicate the difference between
(for example) 0.50 and 0.57 F1 scores, since labeling scheme
factors are coded as binary against the baseline scheme.

4.3 Contributing factors toward performance
differences

In this section we perform deeper analysis on potential reasons for
performance differences across labeling schemes.

4.3.1 Grouping labels. Overall, integrating the hierarchy into the
labeling scheme seems to help with performance. One direct com-
parison we can make is between the two versions of multi-pass
multi-label schemes. In one, multi-pass random multi, the level-2
labels are partitioned randomly and given to separate workers. In
multi-pass grouped multi, we use the groupings that already ex-
ist due to the hierarchy. Comparing performance between these
schemes helps us examine whether presenting conceptually similar
categories together can boost performance.

In every single measurement (accuracy, precision, recall, F1) and
in every single vote setting (sensitive, majority, unanimous), the
grouped scheme outperforms random partitions. On individual
workers’ mean performance, multi-pass grouped multi scores 0.50
with a 95% confidence interval of [0.45, 0.55], while mutli-pass
random multi only scores 0.34 ([0.29, 0.43]). It seems important
when partitioning the labels to group related labels together. It is
unclear exactly why this is, but one possibility is that having the
context of similar labels increases worker’s understanding of the
nuance between different cases. If they are shown a passage with a
text which has criticism of research, it may be useful to be labeling
both “Issues with vaccine research→ poor quality” alongside “Issues
with vaccine research → lacking quantity” rather than just one
(without knowledge about the other).

4.3.2 Examining difficulty. Even though our task generally con-
tains more ambiguity and is higher in cognitive load than other
crowdsourced annotation tasks, there are of course easy cases to
label. For example, the passage below (Figure 4) should very clearly
be labeled with “Health risks”.
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Pregnant Women Given Vaccine Have Babies with 
More Health Problems

Figure 4: An easy-to-label example passage from an anti-
vaccination blog.

We utilize the ground-truth label categories discussed in §3.3,
and examine the difference in performance as we vary difficulty.
Importantly, we do not simply assign a difficulty measure to each
passage, but rather to each passage-label pair. That means that
we are able to mark that it is easy to annotate “Health risks” for
the passage in Figure 4, but we can also mark that it is difficult
to annotate the label “High risk individuals” if that was a label
the authors did not immediately agree on. This analysis is done
post-hoc. The passages are given at random ordering to workers,
so workers will in expectation see the same proportion of difficult
passages. hrchl multi-pass multi-label
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Worker F1

single-pass multi-label single-pass hrchl-label
paral lel mutli-pass random multi-label paral lel multi-pass grouped multi-label
paral lel multi-pass hrchl-label hrchl mult i-pass multi -label

immediate author agreement

author agreement after
providing rationale

author agreement
after discussion

Figure 5: Workermean F1 score versus increasingly difficult
passage-label pairs. Note that some platforms perform bet-
ter on more difficult passages, largely driven by their per-
formance in precision. Note that the fourth category is ex-
cluded from this analysis due to lack of enough data, and
semantic issues with how to compare performance against
passages where both binary labels are technically valid.

Appendix M shows similar plots for accuracy, recall, and preci-
sion.

Focusing in on two comparable labeling schemes, the two single-
pass versions, we see that performance on the labels diverges as
difficulty increases. Performance on the easiest category (imme-
diate agreement among authors) is almost identical (F1 score of
0.581 for single-pass multi and 0.582 for single-pass hrchl), while
the difference is already +0.400 in the favor of single-pass hrchl
as we reach the most difficult category where there is still author
consensus. This generally supports the explanation that explicitly
providing the hierarchy helps workers reason about difficult labels.
It is unclear, however, exactly why the performance increases as
difficulty increases for the single-pass hrchl scheme. It is possible
that the tradeoff between the helpful structure and the harmful
interface complexity interact such that this labeling scheme per-
forms worse on easier passages. Alternatively, it may be an effect
of correcting workers’ priors for assigning a positive label.

4.3.3 True positive frequency. Beyond the interface design format
shown to workers, and the pass-logic used to combine annotations,
there may be other factors that impact their performance. Does a
worker who sees lots of positive examples perform differently from
a worker who rarely sees any positives?

The results of the multiple linear regression indicates that there
is a significant increase in F1 score due to higher true positive fre-
quencies shown to workers. Knowing this, we may want to design
annotation platforms which “filter out” negative examples, so that
more workers have higher true positive frequencies during anno-
tation. See Appendix I for a plot of the relationship between true
positive frequency and F1 score among all the workers. Intuitively,
one reason higher true positive frequencies may cause better per-
formance could be that workers expect to have to assign positive
labels to some proportion of passages, which would cause them to
over-assign positives.

We examine the performance differences between labels col-
lected inmulti-pass grouped multi and hrchl-pass multi. If we ignore
the level-1 annotations collected in hrchl-pass multi, then the in-
terface shown to workers in these two cases is identical. The only
difference is which passages actually get shown. For multi-pass
grouped multi, we show all available passages to the workers. There
is no pre-filtering on relevant passages done. For hrchl-pass multi,
we only show passages that already have a positive annotation of
the parent label, meaning there is a high chance of more labels
being relevant. In fact, the frequencies of true positives shown to
workers jumps from 3% to 13% on average (a more than 4-fold
increase) just from this pre-filtering. Below, we compare the label
performance on the passages that were annotated in both schemes.
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Figure 6: Worker F1 score as the frequency of seen true pos-
itives (TPs) varies. Labeling schemes determine which para-
graphs get shown: all available (blue) or pre-filtered by the
parent label (orange). Arrows link the same labels from one
scheme to the other.

Note that overall we see a statistically significant positive corre-
lation (Table 3), when we aggregate across all workers and examine
changes on a per-label basis this trend is more nuanced. Overall, for
passages directly annotated by workers in both schemes, hrchl-pass
multi achieves a mean F1 score of 0.57 on level 2 labels whereas
multi-pass grouped multi only scores 0.50. This is driven mainly
by an improvement on precision (+6.7%) rather than recall, which
stays fairly unaffected (+0.01). It therefore seems that better balanc-
ing class priors for the workers can help with their performance on
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the task. This may warrant recommendations of a pre-filtering step
to remove obvious true negatives. Ultimately, hierarchical multi-
pass schemes acts as a form of pre-filtering, and seems to have a
positive influence on worker performance.

4.4 Voting schemes
If one’s primary goal is not to measure the distribution of judgments
about a label, but rather to get a single binary answer for each
passage, then employing a vote may still be beneficial. That is not
the primary motivation of this work, but in order to give some
guidance to the implications of our results for aggregation methods,
we examine simple, threshold-based voting schemes.

We look at three possible vote setting to aggregate the three
copies of annotations collected on each passage. In sensitive vote,
only 1 positive vote (of 3) is required to mark a label as positive. In
majority, 2 of 3 is required, and in unanimous all 3 must be positive
to mark it positive.
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Figure 7: F1 score of each vote setting. Consecutive vote set-
tings become increasingly conservative on positive labels,
requiring 1, 2, or all 3 votes (respectively) to mark it posi-
tive. All labeling schemes maximize F1 score using majority
score, indicating it is the safest choice for vote setting.

Majority vote balances precision and recall the best across all la-
beling schemes (see Figure 7). Note that as mentioned in §2, strong
individual annotator performance may still be necessary for some
tasks where aggregation is not possible. Majority vote also outper-
forms individual worker’s performance in all labeling schemes, and
the differences in performance between labeling schemes become
less pronounced as you aggregate using voting. The highest F1
score was achieved by single-pass hrchl at 0.70 using majority vote.
Sensitive vote scores the best on recall, with multi-pass grouped
multi achieving 0.92, and unanimous vote settings perform the
best on precision: single-pass multi scores 0.93. Increasing the vote
threshold results in more conservative labeling, which is why we
see an increase in precision.

5 DISCUSSION
There is a large body of work which has studied crowdsource an-
notations. How to make it scalable, how to keep quality high, and

how to increase throughput. There is also a deep wealth of knowl-
edge and best practices regarding user interface design. Much of
this work, however, has been done for labeling tasks that are low-
subjectivity, have clearly defined label definitions, and low cognitive
load.

We studied six candidate labeling schemes in annotation of a tax-
onomy of vaccine concerns. Our motivation was to study whether
the hierarchy itself could aid workers as they perform the annota-
tion task, and how to design the annotation task for high-quality
labels under a fixed budget. We found that integrating the hierarchy
into the labeling scheme helps with improving annotation quality,
whether explicitly in the interface or through logical passes made
behind the scenes. Our analysis showed that a hierarchical multi-
pass multi-label scheme performs best when considering individual
worker performance. We believe individual worker performance to
carry more importance when the tasks are inherently subjective,
since a growing body of work is interested in predicting label dis-
tributions. Much like in [7] and [45], we find that workers assign
more labels per passage on average when they are in multi-pass
schemes versus single-pass ones.

However, if the priority is to collect high confidence labels rather
than distributions of human opinion, we found that employing
the single-pass hierarchical multi-label along with a majority vote
achieves highest performance. Unlike [7] and [21], we don’t see a
drop-off in performance when using single-pass labeling schemes.
Although we don’t conduct a qualitative study, we did not receive
notably different amounts of complaints from workers in any of the
labeling schemes. Largely, complaints were not about the interface
designs at all, but rather about being allowed to annotate more
data after workers finished the batch or were banned for failing
attention checks. When using majority vote, the choice of labeling
scheme matters less than it does for individual worker performance.
The ease of setup with single-pass options should not be underval-
ued either. Such labeling schemes are already supported natively
in AMT’s requester user interface, making it a strong option for
smaller projects with a necessary quick turnaround.

Overall, we find that introducing the hierarchy helps almost
universally across our experiments. In comparisons between parti-
tioning the labels into groups randomly versus using the hierarchies
structure, we find that using the hierarchy dominates across all per-
formance metrics. Exposing the hierarchy explicitly helped perfor-
mance on single-pass schemes by increasing worker performance
on particularly difficult passages. We used a taxonomy specifically
designed to achieve high agreement among crowdsource workers.
While some previous work has indicated that integrating hierar-
chies into the data labeling process may harm performance ([51]),
we find that it boosts it. The contexts here are different: our task is
higher difficulty and therefore the hierarchy may aid in completing
the task, but using a taxonomy specifically designed for high agree-
ment among crowdsource annotations may also indicate that for
these methods to work you may need a well-designed hierarchy.

5.1 Limitations
Use of Amazon Mechanical Turk. We conduct our experiments on
AMT, one of the biggest and most popular crowdsourcing platforms.
While AMT is similar to many other crowdsourcing platforms,
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and while we do use a custom annotation platform which limits
annotators interaction with AMT-specific UI, there are a few unique
traits to AMT. First, the population of workers is hard to replicate
to other platforms. We use several of AMT’s built in qualifications
to filter out workers, and there is no clear translation for which
qualifications to use on other crowdsourcing platforms. Further,
AMT has different payment expectations than other crowdsourcing
communities. Some crowdsourcing platforms are purely volunteer
based, while others attract short-time workers who complete only
a few tasks. Ultimately, our choice to work on AMT is motivated
by the size and popularity of this platform, thereby having results
be relevant for a large set of researchers.

Omission of binary-label formats. Due to cost constraints, we
could not experiment with labeling schemes which involved pre-
senting binary choices to the workers. While this is representa-
tive of real-world scenarios for tasks similar to ours, it also leaves
questions regarding whether or not the quality of annotation is
potentially higher with these methods. However, we believe that
given the vast cost differences of these methods, this choice is a
reasonable assumption and will closely represent decisions made
by the researchers for whom this analysis is intended.

Generalizing to new hierarchies. While we have no clear reason to
expect our results are specific to the vaccine concerns hierarchy we
used, we do not show or indicate that these results generalize well
beyond it. For instance, as the size of the hierarchy grows, onemight
expect that the single-pass options become cognitively overbearing,
and therefore multi-pass methods might begin increasing in relative
performance. However, in offering useful analysis this is a choice
that must be made.

Budget implications. We set a single budget and examine how to
best optimize annotation performance against ground-truth labels
on AMT. However, it may be the case that the best labeling scheme
for our budget shows a less significant improvement when the bud-
get is much higher and the reward given to workers is increased.
Or there may be a different labeling scheme which performs better
under a higher budget. One could imagine repeating our experi-
ments at several budgets, and examining the relationship between
a particular labeling scheme’s data quality and the relative expense
of data collection. Some schemes may be more cost efficient, show-
ing small differences in worker performance across budgets, while
others may only become viable at higher budgets. Unfortunately,
running such experiments would make this research prohibitively
expensive. The budget can be set based on previous experimenta-
tion regarding the minimum budget needed to achieve relatively
high quality data, as well as confidently exceed the United States
minimum wage. Teams that wish to collect data would likely avoid
opting to pay more for the labels they are getting. For machine
learning applications, it is well known that you may get more utility
from collecting additional data, rather than increasing the quality
of the labeled data [20].

6 CONCLUSION
We investigate various labeling schemes for crowdsourcing text
annotation of difficult, high-subjectivity tasks and measure impact
on worker performance against ground-truth labels. We find that

integrating hierarchies into the labeling scheme helps with boosting
performance.

Through analysis, we explore three potential indirect causes
for improvement against ground-truth labels: (1) They group sim-
ilar concepts together, improving F1 scores to 0.50 from 0.34 as
compared to random groupings. (2) They allow relative increases
in performance on difficult passages, leading to an increase in as
much as +0.40 on F1 score on high difficulty examples. (3) They
boost the true positive frequency, thereby increasing precision of
workers without detriment to recall. We recommend considering
incorporating hierarchies into the labeling process if optimizing for
individual worker performance, while using a majority vote setting
if solely optimizing for F1 score (achieving 0.70 with single-pass
hierarchical multi-label).
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A THE VACCINE CONCERNS
(VAXCONCERNS) TAXONOMY

Concern Rationale

1.
Issues with Research

1.1 Lacking Quantity

1.2 Poor Quality

1.3 Fallible science

2.
Lack of Benefits

2.1 Imperfect protection

2.2 Herd immunity

2.3 Natural immunity

2.4 Insufficient risk

2.5 Existing alternatives

3.
Health Risks

3.1 Direct transmission

3.2 Harmful ingredients

3.3 Specific side effects

3.4 Dangerous delivery

3.5 High-risk individuals

4.
Disregard of Individual Rights

4.1 Religious and Ethical Beliefs

4.2 Right to Autonomy

5. Untrustworthy Actors

5.1 Incompetence

5.2 Profit motives

5.3 Censorship

5.4 Conspiracy

1. Issues with research

1.1 Lacking Quantity
Argues that there is not enough research to answer a specific question or concern
regarding vaccines. In this view, the implied solution is to conduct more scientific
experiments.

1.2 Poor Quality
Attacks elements of some existing piece of vaccine research to invalidate it or cast
doubts on its results. The implied solution is to redo the experiment or analysis to fix
the issues of quality.

1.3 Fallible science
Raises doubt in knowledge regarding vaccines based on the fact that you can never

Figure 8: “VaxConcerns” taxonomyused to label all passages
in the experiments

B ALTERNATIVE TEXT FOR FIGURES
Figure 1: “Three diagrams are shown describing single-pass, multi-
pass, and hierarchical multi-pass routing logic. For single-pass, all
set of labels are given to one worker. For multi-pass, the labels
are partitioned into groups (1,2,...) and given to separate workers
(A,B,...). For hierarchical multi-label, the top level labels are given
to one worker, who’s annotations determine whether or not the
child labels will be given as a new group to annotators downstream.
This example shows the case where the first worker labels TFFTF,
and downstream there are two tasks set up for new workers to
label the children of label 1 and label 4, respectively.” Figure 2:
“The figure shows an example passage that reads: ’The minister of
fear (the CDC) was working overtime peddling doom and gloom,
knowing that frightened people do not make rational decisions —
nothing sells vaccines like panic.’” Figure 3: “Four diagrams are
shown side by side. In each diagram there are a set of checkboxes
or radio buttons indicating how the labels will be presented to the
user. Binary label (the leftmost diagram) contains a simple question
’1.1?’ and below it a radio button reading ’yes’ or ’no’. Multi-label
contains a simple list of checkboxes labeled ’1.1, 1.2, ...’. Hierarchical
multi-label v1 contains staggered checkboxes where the leftmost
checkboxes read ’1, 2’ and the boxes immediately under these are
tucked under them, reading ’1.1, ...’ for the parent label ’1’, and
’2.1, ...’ for the parent label ’2’. Hierarchical multi-label v2 contains
both the radio button setup from the leftmost diagram, as well
as the checkboxes from multi-label underneath them.” Figure 4:
“A table is shown with column headers reading ’interface design’,
’greater than or equal to 1 tutorial Q’, ’greater than or equal to full
tutorial’, ’greater than or equal to took exam’, and ’greater than
or equal to 1 datapoint’. The table shows values for all 6 labeling
schemes.” Figure 5: “A table is shown with values for precision,
recall, and F1 score. These metrics are given for each of the 6 la-
beling schemes, and a random baseline is shown at the bottom.
Hrchl-pass multi has bold font at the f1 score indicating it is the
highest value in that column: 0.56.” Figure 6: “A two-part table is
shownwith column headers ’model factor’, ’estimate’, ’95% CI’, ’SE’,
and ’p-value’. The first part of the table (top) has a subheading that
reads ’labeling_scheme (baseline=multi-pass random multi-label)’,
and the second part of the table (bottom) has a subheading that
reads ’additional numerical factors’. The first part includes 5 of the
6 labeling schemes, while the bottom includes new factors such as
’time_started’, ’percentage_easy’, and ’true_positive_freq’. Some
values in the table are denoted ’*’ which represents a p-value below
0.001.” Figure 7: “The figure shows an example passage that reads:
’Pregnant women given vaccine have babies with more health prob-
lems’” Figure 8: “A bar chart is shown giving the value for worker
F1 score on the X axis ranging from 0 to 1, and the difficulty on the
Y axis. The labels, from top to bottom, on the Y axis read ’immediate
author agreement’, ’author agreement after providing rationale’,
and ’author agreement after discussion’.” Figure 9: “A scatter plot
shows orange and blue dots generally following a linearly positive
relationship. The orange dots are labeled ’hrchl-pass’ and the blue
dots ’multi-pass’. On the X axis: ’Frequency of True Positives shown
to workers’. On the Y axis: Worker F1. Each blue dot is paired with
an orange dot through an arrow which is drawn between them
pointing towards the orange dot.” Figure 10: “A line plot is shown
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with dashed lines between three dots. The dots are lined up at
tickmarks labeled ’sensitive’, ’majority’, and ’unanimous’. This is
repeated for all 6 labeling schemes, leaving 6 connected dotted lines
all in different colors. Every one of the lines follows an inverted V
shape, with their highest point being over the ’majority’ tick mark.”

C DEGRADATION IN WORKER TASK
PERFORMANCE OVER TIME
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Figure 9: Mean performance of workers as they annotate
passages. Worker performance fluctuates very little as they
gain experience on the platform.

D DISTRIBUTIONS OF TIME SPENT
LABELING EACH PASSAGE
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Figure 10: Distributions for amount of time spent labeling
each passage, broken down by each interface design. Values
are limited at a maximum of 2.5 minutes to account for be-
havior such as stepping away from the task to take a break.

E SCREENSHOT OF DEFINITIONS TASK IN
ANNOTATION PLATFORM

Figure 11: Definitions task presented to workers before they
annotate any passages. Note that we are using a custom an-
notation platform to achieve a higher level control than of-
fered by AMT with respect to quality checks, batching mul-
tiple passages for a single hit, and measuring worker behav-
iors, among other things.

F METHODS FOR PRE-PROCESSING DATA
We ignore all data collected for tutorial paragraphs, entrance exam,
and quality checks when assessing workers. In the future we may
assess how to leverage any information about worker performance
on the tutorial towards improving data collection quality.

We remove all data collected from a worker if they failed the
entrance exam or a quality check. Such workers were also banned
in live time during data collection to avoid spending any further
of our research budget on their data collection. To be clear, when
setting the budgets for each labeling scheme, we do not factor in
additional cost due to such workers. Rather, we re-annotate all the
passages which they had been paid for.

For certain labeling schemes, consistency between level 1 and
level 2 is forced by the annotation platform. For example, in single-
pass hrchl-label, workers cannot submit a positive value for a level
2 label without also submitting a positive value for its parent node
in the taxonomy. This is achieved through some javascript in the
annotation platform and is visually confirmed to the workers while
labeling. However, for other labeling schemes such as multi-pass
multi-label, the separation of L1 and L2 labels into separate screens
leads to collecting data which is not necessarily consistent. Since
any real-world use of this latter type of labeling scheme would
include corrections for consistency, we correct for this during post-
processing. This ensures fair comparison between the labeling
schemes such that we don’t disadvantage multi-pass schemes. To
further ensure comparison is consistent, we make sure to look at
performance on level 2 labels on its own during our analysis.
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G METRICS
We measure annotator performance using the F1 score, a harmonic
mean of precision and recall. This score is commonly used in ma-
chine learning tasks and is a well understood and cared about metric
in research communities such as natural language processing (NLP).
Examining this metric gives more utility for NLP researchers, since
the positively labeled examples will be the most informative dur-
ing model training. One can achieve very high accuracy simply by
marking all passages as negative. Since each worker’s performance
can be evaluated across each label in the taxonomy individually, we
must use some aggregation technique when presenting our scores.
We employ a macro-level average of F1, which is computed by first
finding the F1 score on every taxonomy label, and then averaging
across all these labels. In the case where we give an F1 score for each
worker, the macro-averaging process happens in parallel for each
worker. In the case where we give a single F1 score for all workers,
we take all the annotations and treat them as if a single worker had
filled out all annotations and we then follow the macro-averaging
process. This method of averaging is preferable in our setting as
opposed to a samples-based average which would compute F1 over
a single passage, and then aggregate across passages. Semantically,
we use this method since we also care about worker performance
on each individual label and can thereby inspect these values. In-
specting worker performance on each passage is less important to
us, since the set of passages used are meant to be a sample of the
types of passages annotated in any application of our work.

H TASK UPTAKE
We train each worker before they complete any real annotations.
Workers get paid for this training in order to ensure a fair and
non-predatory ([4]) employment. This leads to additional costs to
those interested in paying for the data labeling, since some workers
can go through some or even all of the training, yet submit no
actual annotations. Such workers never become “productive.” Below
we report the task uptake, that is the percentage of workers who
became productive, out of all the workers which completed at least
one tutorial example. We also report an inefficiency number, which
is the percentage of extraneous annotations collected from training
and attention checks (discussed in detail in §3.2). The inefficiency
number compares the extraneous annotations to the total number of
“useful” annotations collected. For multi-pass schemes, the workers
were allowed to complete one partition (group) of the labels and
then begin a new partition. This occurred seamlessly, whereas there
was a multi-day delay for the hrchl-pass multi scheme, meaning that
there were less return workers for this task and thus decreasing
the total task uptake.6

Task inefficiency (which is directly proportional to additional
incurred cost) is lowest for hrchl-pass multi. The task uptake is the
highest for multi-pass random multi at 80%, which contrasts the
performance trends shown in §4.1. One potential explanation for
this could be that annotators underestimate the difficulty of the
task when they’re presented randomly partitioned labels.

6This multi-day delay was due to the annotation platform we used not supporting this
immediate switch when the first labeling scheme was deployed.

interface design Task uptake Inefficiency
hrchl-pass multi 38% 28%
multi-pass hrchl 51% 41%

multi-pass grouped multi 58% 56%
multi-pass random multi 80% 38%

single-pass hrchl 26% 42%
single-pass multi 37% 51%

Table 4: Data collection inefficiencies due to training exam-
ples completed by workers. Uptake shows the percentage of
workers who complete at least one “real” passage, while in-
efficiency shows the total percentage of extraneous annota-
tions collected. Inefficiency is the lowest using a hrchl-pass
scheme

I TRUE POSITIVE FREQUENCY VS F1 SCORES

Figure 12: Relationship between the true positive frequency
of each worker and their F1 scores.

J WORKER AGREEMENT ON LABELS BY
LABELING SCHEME

All Labels Level 1 Level 2
hrchl multi-pass multi-label 0.401 0.336 0.419

parallel multi-pass hrchl-label 0.375 0.412 0.365
parallel multi-pass grouped multi-label 0.328 - 0.328
parallel mutli-pass random multi-label 0.378 - 0.378

single-pass hrchl-label 0.292 0.343 0.276
single-pass multi-label 0.294 - 0.294

random baseline

Mean Scott's Pi
interface design

Table 5: Mean Scott’s Pi label agreement between crowd-
source workers in each labeling scheme

K BOOTSTRAP CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
To find the confidence intervals included in any results of the paper,
we use bootstrap confidence intervals. This is done directly on the
raw data we collected, where a datapoint is a single submission by
a worker. That is, for single-pass schemes the datapoint will include
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all labels from the taxonomy, but for multi-pass schemes the data-
point will only include a subset of the labels. We draw N=10,000
samples with replacement from the original data, then find the per-
formance metric using the process outlined in the paper (including
all preprocessing). We then use these 10,000 measurements of each
performance metric to compute 99% confidence intervals.

We do this sampling on the subset of annotations which ulti-
mately contribute to the performance metric, rather than all the
annotations we receive. This ensures we are not sampling (for
example) tutorial annotations which we will ignore in the final
calculations anyway.
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Figure 13: Confidence intervals for worker mean perfor-
mance metrics.

L TOY EXAMPLE OF ANNOTATION COSTS
Suppose the team wants to collect approximately 10,000 fully la-
beled passages in order to provide high-quality training data. How
much will it cost them to use each labeling scheme?

If the team assumes the longest part of labeling is due to reading,
and want to guarantee a strong hourly wage for workers, then

they can fix the reward at $0.10 per passage (this is a toy example,
but loosely this is in line with paying above minimum wage in
the United States). Then, the cost of data collection has to do with
how many times they ask workers to read a single passage, just
to collect a full set of labels. If chunking the question into smaller
subsets (multi-pass), the cost will be greater. The extreme is when
you ask a new worker to read the passage once for every label in
the taxonomy. See Figure 14 for a breakdown of the cost to carry
out this annotation. interface design

hrchl multi-pass multi-label
parallel multi-pass hrchl-label

parallel multi-pass grouped multi-label
parallel mutli-pass random multi-label

single-pass hrchl-label
single-pass multi-label

random baseline

random baseline

hrchl multi-pass multi-label
parallel multi-pass hrchl-label

parallel multi-pass grouped multi-label
parallel mutli-pass random multi-label

single-pass hrchl-label
single-pass multi-label
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hrchl-pass multi

hrchl-pass binary

multi-pass hrchl

multi-pass multi

multi-pass binary

single-pass hrchl

single-pass multi

Total cost of collecting annotations for 10,000 passages

Annotation
Tutorial

Figure 14: Cost for labeling 10,000 passages under various la-
beling schemes, assuming a reward of $0.10 per passage. Or-
ange bars show the cost of training workers (further details
in §H). Note that we do not show orange bars for the binary-
label setups since wewere not able to run these experiments
and estimate the average overhead of training workers. De-
spite this, binary labeling is prohibitively expensive: 8.8x
the cost of a hrchl-pass multi-label scheme.

We see that binary labeling schemes are prohibitively expensive.
For this reason we do not include binary labeling schemes in further
comparisons.

Overall, single-pass options are the cheapest (both below $2,000),
including the cost of training the workers (paying them for complet-
ing the tutorial examples). Multi-pass options have a higher range,
$5,000 − 8,000. Hrchl-pass multi balances cost (under $3,000) but
still uses multiple workers to complete one passage’s annotations.

M DETAILS FOR PRODUCING A PROXY FOR
DIFFICULTY

Instant agreement (“easy”) are the passage-label pairs for which
the entire lab (3 authors plus 3 more students) gave the same value
while individually annotating. During this step, the team looked up
any terms we were unfamiliar or unclear about, just like the AMT
workers are instructed to do.

Agreement after writing rationales (“medium”): highlight spe-
cific parts of the passage and justify why a label should or shouldn’t
apply. We only went through this process for passages where we
had disagreed in the first step. During this process, we include any
level 1 label if there is disagreement within any of its children, even
if all team members agreed on the level 1 label.

For the remaining disagreement, we had a brief (1-2 minute)
discussion for every passage-label pair, reading everyone’s given
rationale to see whether one of us could convince the others. This
process included both reading the rationales written in 1 as well as
generating new rationales (in discussion). The passage-label pairs
agreed upon in this stage are referred to as “hard”.
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See Figure 15 for a few plots examining the worker performance
metrics as each difficulty category varies.
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Figure 15: Workermean performancemetrics for each label-
ing scheme as difficulty increases (going down). Note that
recall decreases steadily for all schemes, while precision
largely gets better in the medium category, before experi-
encing a large dropoff again. Accuracy decreases steadily
formost platforms. Some platforms have larger drop-offs in
performance than others, possibly explaining the difference
in F1 score.

The remaining passages are marked using each of our individ-
ual votes, and placed aside (“no agreement”). We consider these
passages to be too subjective to give a gold label for, and don’t
evaluate workers on them since any label could be valid so long as
they have a strong justification. In future work we may consider

looking at the justification/rationale of an AMT worker to assess
their performance on highly subjective passage-label pairs.

We make note of which category each passage-label pair was
resolved in, such that we can perform an analysis into how the
“difficulty” of passages affect labeling performance. We recognize
that this is not necessarily a direct measurement of how difficult it
is to label a passage, but we make the assumption that any passage
that requires increasingly more thought or discussion to reach
consensus will imply this passage is more difficult.

N PERFORMANCE BY TAXONOMY LABEL
See Tables in Figure 16 for each labeling scheme detailing the per-
formance broken down by each individual label of the taxonomy.
Final scores are computed for each metric by taking averages across
these taxonomy labels.
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acc prec recall f1 acc prec recall f1 acc prec recall f1
1 0.91 0.54 0.39 0.45 1 0.74 0.24 0.81 0.37 1 - - - -

1.1 0.87 0.68 0.79 0.73 1.1 0.95 0.44 0.75 0.55 1.1 0.91 0.20 0.46 0.28
1.2 0.74 0.58 0.69 0.63 1.2 0.89 0.30 0.64 0.41 1.2 0.93 0.41 0.39 0.40
1.3 0.89 0.00 nan nan 1.3 0.97 0.00 nan nan 1.3 0.93 0.00 nan nan

2 0.94 0.72 0.48 0.58 2 0.67 0.19 0.80 0.30 2 - - - -
2.1 0.82 0.80 0.62 0.70 2.1 0.95 0.65 0.62 0.63 2.1 0.95 0.61 0.49 0.542.2 0.96 0.00 nan nan 2.2 1.00 0.00 nan nan 2.2 1.00 0.00 nan nan
2.3 0.94 0.30 1.00 0.46 2.3 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.86 2.3 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.75
2.4 0.96 0.60 0.50 0.55 2.4 0.99 0.43 0.50 0.46 2.4 0.99 0.56 0.83 0.67
2.5 0.97 0.71 0.83 0.77 2.5 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 2.5 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83

3 0.88 0.87 0.57 0.69 3 0.89 0.72 0.87 0.79 3 - - - -
3.1 0.99 0.00 nan nan 3.1 0.99 0.00 nan nan 3.1 1.00 nan nan nan
3.2 0.96 0.96 0.84 0.90 3.2 0.97 0.67 0.73 0.70 3.2 0.97 0.70 0.85 0.77
3.3 0.72 0.87 0.63 0.73 3.3 0.92 0.86 0.63 0.73 3.3 0.90 0.82 0.55 0.66
3.4 0.92 0.29 0.67 0.40 3.4 0.96 0.14 0.38 0.21 3.4 0.97 0.29 0.78 0.42
3.5 0.85 0.14 0.50 0.21 3.5 0.97 0.19 0.67 0.30 3.5 0.97 0.18 0.50 0.26

4 0.94 0.42 0.43 0.43 4 0.82 0.16 0.63 0.26 4 - - - -
4.1 0.97 0.67 1.00 0.80 4.1 0.94 0.11 0.67 0.20 4.1 0.93 0.11 0.83 0.20
4.2 0.74 0.32 0.71 0.44 4.2 0.96 0.37 0.67 0.48 4.2 0.97 0.50 0.93 0.65

5 0.89 0.74 0.46 0.57 5 0.75 0.36 0.73 0.48 5 - - - -
5.1 0.92 0.12 0.67 0.20 5.1 0.95 0.06 0.67 0.11 5.1 0.96 0.12 1.00 0.21
5.2 0.86 0.76 0.63 0.69 5.2 0.94 0.86 0.37 0.52 5.2 0.96 0.88 0.59 0.71
5.3 0.94 0.57 0.87 0.68 5.3 0.96 0.33 0.47 0.39 5.3 0.96 0.33 0.47 0.39
5.4 0.78 0.15 0.58 0.23 5.4 0.94 0.23 0.83 0.36 5.4 0.90 0.15 0.83 0.25

0.89 0.49 0.66 0.56 0.92 0.37 0.68 0.47 0.96 0.41 0.71 0.50

hrchl multi-pass multi-label parallel multi-pass hrchl-label parallel multi-pass grouped multi-label
Label Label Label

  Mean   Mean   Mean

acc prec recall f1 acc prec recall f1 acc prec recall f1

1 - - - - 1 0.92 0.58 0.46 0.51 1 - - - -
1.1 0.93 0.27 0.42 0.33 1.1 0.96 0.54 0.29 0.38 1.1 0.96 0.50 0.29 0.37
1.2 0.88 0.27 0.56 0.36 1.2 0.95 0.63 0.42 0.50 1.2 0.95 0.62 0.36 0.46
1.3 0.92 0.00 nan nan 1.3 0.98 0.00 nan nan 1.3 0.99 0.00 nan nan

2 - - - - 2 0.96 0.94 0.63 0.76 2 - - - -
2.1 0.94 0.54 0.67 0.60 2.1 0.97 0.95 0.54 0.69 2.1 0.97 0.95 0.49 0.64
2.2 0.99 0.00 nan nan 2.2 1.00 nan nan nan 2.2 1.00 0.00 nan nan
2.3 0.98 0.18 1.00 0.30 2.3 1.00 0.50 0.67 0.57 2.3 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.67
2.4 0.97 0.11 0.33 0.17 2.4 0.99 0.57 0.67 0.62 2.4 0.99 0.75 0.50 0.60
2.5 0.99 0.45 0.83 0.59 2.5 1.00 1.00 0.67 0.80 2.5 0.99 1.00 0.33 0.50

3 - - - - 3 0.89 0.81 0.70 0.75 3 - - - -
3.1 0.99 0.00 nan nan 3.10 1.00 0.00 nan nan 3.10 1.00 0.00 nan nan
3.2 0.92 0.38 0.64 0.47 3.20 0.97 0.77 0.70 0.73 3.20 0.95 0.55 0.55 0.55
3.3 0.91 0.74 0.72 0.73 3.30 0.90 0.78 0.61 0.68 3.30 0.89 0.81 0.47 0.60
3.4 0.93 0.05 0.22 0.09 3.40 0.97 0.26 0.56 0.36 3.40 0.97 0.27 0.44 0.33
3.5 0.89 0.06 0.67 0.11 3.50 0.96 0.11 0.50 0.18 3.50 0.96 0.09 0.33 0.14

4 - - - - 4 0.96 0.57 0.53 0.55 4 - - - -
4.1 0.92 0.12 1.00 0.21 4.1 0.96 0.15 0.67 0.24 4.1 0.99 0.42 0.83 0.56
4.2 0.94 0.25 0.67 0.36 4.2 0.98 nan 0.00 nan 4.2 0.98 0.53 0.67 0.59

5 - - - - 5 0.88 0.62 0.64 0.63 5 - - - -
5.1 0.91 0.02 0.33 0.04 5.1 0.98 0.18 1.00 0.30 5.1 0.97 0.13 1.00 0.22
5.2 0.94 0.70 0.55 0.62 5.2 0.95 0.80 0.55 0.65 5.2 0.96 0.88 0.55 0.67
5.3 0.94 0.24 0.53 0.33 5.3 0.96 0.28 0.47 0.35 5.3 0.95 0.23 0.40 0.29
5.4 0.86 0.08 0.58 0.14 5.4 0.94 0.17 0.50 0.25 5.4 0.91 0.12 0.50 0.19

0.93 0.23 0.61 0.34 0.96 0.51 0.56 0.52 0.97 0.44 0.54 0.46  Mean   Mean   Mean

parallel mutli-pass random multi-label single-pass hrchl-label single-pass multi-label
Label Label Label

Figure 16: Performance breakdown by taxonomy label for each labeling scheme. Note that nan values appear when there is
no positive label given. No positive passages in the ground-truth mean we cannot compute a recall, and no positive passages
in the worker annotations mean we cannot compute precision.
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